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M A T E R I A L S  S C I E N C E

Electron microscopy of nanoparticle superlattice 
formation at a solid-liquid interface in nonpolar liquids
E. Cepeda-Perez1*†, D. Doblas1*‡, T. Kraus1,2§, N. de Jonge1,3§

Nanoparticle superlattice films form at the solid-liquid interface and are important for mesoscale materials, but 
are notoriously difficult to analyze before they are fully dried. Here, the early stages of nanoparticle assembly 
were studied at solid-liquid interfaces using liquid-phase electron microscopy. Oleylamine-stabilized gold nano-
particles spontaneously formed thin layers on a silicon nitride (SiN) membrane window of the liquid enclosure. 
Dense packings of hexagonal symmetry were obtained for the first monolayer independent of the nonpolar solvent 
type. The second layer, however, exhibited geometries ranging from dense packing in a hexagonal honeycomb 
structure to quasi-crystalline particle arrangements depending on the dielectric constant of the liquid. The complex 
structures formed by the weaker interactions in the second particle layer were preserved, while the surface 
remained immersed in liquid. Fine-tuning the properties of the involved materials can thus be used to control the 
three-dimensional geometry of a superlattice including quasi-crystals.

INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticle superlattices are regular arrays of densely packed nano
particles in two or three dimensions (1). They combine the particles 
into new mesoscale materials; for example, semiconductor particle 
superlattices act as “meta”—semiconductors that can be doped with 
particles (2–4). Plasmonic particles in dense superlattices couple and 
form collective modes with angledependent, tunable wavelength 
responses (5). Large electric fields occur in the gaps between these 
particles; metal nanoparticles are used to surfaceenhanced Raman 
spectrometry (6). In catalysis, superlattices provide adjacent active 
sizes and gaps that can act as hotspots and are tuned for specific 
reactions (7). Superlattices have been formed at liquidliquid (8), 
gasliquid (2), and solidliquid interfaces (9). Although predicting 
superlattice structure remains difficult, it is clear that the structure 
depends on particlesubstrate, particleparticle, and particleliquid 
interactions, both static and dynamic. Simulation of the multiple 
stages of superlattice assembly is yet to be possible, and there is very 
little in situ, realspace data to aid modeling. Superlattices are com
monly formed by evaporating the liquid of dispersion at an interface. 
The first reports on the colloidal selfassembly of binary superlattices 
(10, 11), for example, used a solid substrate that was submerged in a 
volume of slowly evaporating dispersion. Others spread nanoparticle 
dispersions on top of an immiscible liquid to create a superlattice at 
the gasliquid interface and subsequently transferred the structure 
onto a solid substrate (12–14). Because of limitations in methods, it 
has been challenging to obtain experimental insights into the fun
damental mechanisms that drive superlattice formation at interfaces 
before the dispersion dries. Smallangle xray scattering (15–20) 
provides information about ensemble averages, while in situ optical 
microscopy (21–23) does not have sufficient spatial resolution to 
image nanoparticles.

Here, superlattices of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were directly 
imaged while suspended in different nonpolar solvents using liquid 
phase electron microscopy (LPEM). AuNPs in the first layer above 
a surface strongly interact both with the substrate and with each 
other. However, once a super structure assembles layer by layer, the 
interactions with the surface diminish, and the patterns are subjected 
to weaker forces between the nanoparticles that are mediated by the 
liquid properties. To study this transition from strong particlesurface 
interactions to weaker interparticle interactions, we examined the 
patterns of a monolayer and of a double layer under different 
solvent conditions. In particular, the formation of superlattices was 
studied originating from a single type of oleylaminecoated AuNPs 
assembled on a silicon nitride (SiN) membrane. The interactions 
between AuNPs and substrate were varied by changing the solvent. 
We used scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to 
obtain the highest possible spatial resolution for the lowest possible 
electron flux so as to minimize influencing the sample by the probe 
method (24, 25).

RESULTS
AuNP films examined at the solid-liquid interface with LP-EM
LPEM was used to study the organization of layers of AuNPs at a 
solidliquid interface in nonpolar liquids. The nanoparticles had a 
mean core diameter of 7.2 ± 0.7 nm (fig. S1) and were stabilized by 
a layer of oleylamine of ~2nm thickness (26) with an estimated li
gand density of 5 nm−2 (Fig. 1) (27). To render the surface polar, the 
SiN membrane was subjected to an oxidizing plasma directly before 
sample loading (28). LPEM was then used to observe AuNPs located 
at the solidliquid interface. To vary the range of the interactions, 
we tested four different nonpolar liquids with different dielectric 
constant (Table 1). Thin layers of AuNPs had accumulated at the 
SiN window for all liquids (Fig. 2, A to D). The presence of liquid 
during the LPEM experiment was verified by measuring the liquid 
thickness (table S1). Because the samples were kept in a wet state 
at all times, particlesubstrate interactions must have been present, 
which attracted the nanoparticles from the liquid to the SiN surface. 
The particles formed thin film rather than compact of fractal aggre
gates (Fig. 2, A to D), which excludes agglomeration in bulk fol
lowed by adsorption on the substrate.
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Most of the surface areas shown in Fig. 2 seem to be covered with 
a layer of AuNPs. The overall densities were the highest for the linear 
chain solvents (Fig. 2, A and B), while netlike structures with holes 
in the film were observed for the cyclic solvents (Fig. 2, C and D), in 
which the surface was not covered with nanoparticles. The observation 
of locally dense films with holes indicates that the lateral interparticle 
interactions also contribute to film deposition. A hole in the film 
can then be explained by a combination of a limited surface density 
of nanoparticles and an effective attraction between the nanoparticles. 
Similar patterns were reported by Ge and Brus (29), who liken their 
formation mechanism to spinodal dewetting of liquids on solids.

Hexagonal patterns observed for monolayers of AuNPs
The assembled AuNPs layers were imaged at higher magnification 
to investigate the presence of regular structures/patterns. Hexagonal, 
dense packings occurred for monolayer areas in hexadecane (Fig. 3A), 
as verified by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The measured signal 
in such a patch varied between two discrete levels (Fig. 3B): a peak 
signal at the location of a nanoparticle and the signal level of the 
background in between. Thus, the patch likely presents a monolayer. 
Similar hexagonal patterns were also observed for monolayers of 
AuNP obtained in the other solvents (figs. S2 and S3), and the mea
sured centertocenter distance between adjacent nanoparticles in 

all solvents was around 11 ± 1 nm, consistent with densely packed 
AuNPs of a diameter of 7.2 ± 0.7 nm with the applied coating of 
2nm thickness. Therefore, it is assumed that the combination of 
strong particlesubstrate interactions and weaker lateral particle 
particle attraction leads to dense packing that is only weakly affected 
by the solvent choice. An additional eight different sample areas were 
analyzed. In four of these areas, patches with hexagonal symmetry 
were observed, while others contained either areas with sparsely 
distributed particles or multiple layers.

Cubic arrangements observed for double layers of AuNP 
in linear solvents
Several areas of the AuNP layer in hexadecane had brighter and 
fainter spots, indicating the presence of AuNPs on top of a mono
layer (Fig. 4A). The signal in the image exhibited three discrete levels 
(Fig. 4B). The structure of the top layer deviated from dense packing; 
for example, the FFT of the pattern in Fig. 4A shows a cubic structure 
with typical particle spacings of 14 and 7 nm. Note that the AuNPs 
appear to be “melted” together and clear boundaries are not visible 
between some of the AuNPs. This lack of visible boundaries is the 
result of the limited signaltonoise ratio obtained while imaging 
the AuNPs in the liquid layer at the lowest possible electron dose. The 
AuNPs are suggested to have been ordered in a twolayer structure 
on the basis of a bodycentered cubic structure with a theoretical 
edge length of 8.3 nm (see schematic model drawn in Fig. 4, B and C). 
The observed patterns remained stable also after recording additional 
images at the same sample area in timelapse series (see movie S1). 
Patches of cubic symmetry were observed in a further four investigated 
sample regions, essentially all regions containing multiple layers 
(data not shown). Cubic arrangements were also found for non
monolayer areas in octane (fig. S3).

Different arrangements observed for double layers of AuNP 
in cyclic solvents
The cyclic solvents caused a different ordering of the second particle 
layer. Cyclohexane led to a dense, hexagonal top layer packed on top 
and of the same spacings as the bottom layer (Fig. 5A). The density 
of the top particle layers was much reduced in toluene, the solvent 
with the highest dielectric constant (Toluene ≈ 2.38), while all other 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of representation of LP-EM of oleylamine-capped AuNPs in nonpolar liquids. From left to right: Schematic of the assembled liquid cell. A droplet 
of AuNPs is placed on a microchip with a thin SiN membrane window and containing a spacer of 150-nm thickness, after which a liquid cell is assembled using a second 
microchip. Images are obtained by scanning the electron beam over the sample and recording transmitted electrons, whereby the liquid is protected from evaporation 
by the SiN membrane window. Data of self-assembled nanoparticles are then analyzed.

Table 1. Geometries observed for different solvents. Information 
about regular structures of nanoparticle films that spontaneously formed 
on polar Si3N4 in different solvents as derived from liquid-phase electron 
micrographs. Values are indicated for the solvent’s dielectric constant r. 

Solvent r
Symmetry in
single layers

Symmetry in
double layers

Toluene 2.38 Hexagonal Quasi-crystal, 
dodecagonal

Hexadecane 2.09 Hexagonal
Cubic 

(body-centered 
cubic)

Cyclohexane 2.02 Hexagonal Hexagonal

Octane 2.00 Hexagonal Cubic
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solvents had  ≈ 2. Structures were found with a hexagonal base 
and a socalled rhombitrihexagonal tiling (Fig. 5B) characterized by 
one triangle, two parallelograms, and one hexagon on each vertex 
(Fig. 5C) (30). Some regions had hexagonal symmetry (see FFT of 
Fig. 5D) but no translational periodicity. The arrangement resembled 
a non–selfsimilar modification of the socalled bronzemean hex
agonal quasicrystal (BMQC) (Fig. 5, D and E) (31). The modification 
was composed of three types of tiles based on small (s) and large 
(l) equilateral triangles and rectangles whose dimension is given by 
the edge of the small and large triangles (s × l) (Fig. 5F) (31). The 
model in Fig. 5 (E and F) shows small triangles with side lengths of 
2 nm and large triangles with side lengths of 10 nm that match 
our structures. Patches of quasicrystalline nature were also found 
at other sample areas (fig. S5).

In contrast to the linear solvents, the second particle layer was in
stable under prolonged electron beam irradiation, indicating a weaker 
bonding of the particles of the second layer compared to those of the 
first layer (see movie S2). The first five consecutive images recorded at 
the same location were identical, after which changes in the pattern 
became visible. The electron dose of the first image was thus sufficiently 
small to observe the pattern before the electron beam irradiation led 
to the disassembly of the second layer.

DISCUSSION
The reduced density of the particle packings above the bottom mono
layer is presumably due to the decay of the particlesubstrate interaction 
potential. If it is assumed that the highly polar substrate induces dipoles 
in the particles, the resulting Debye attraction for particles with diameter 
at a distance from the substrate should scale approximately with (32)

   U ∝ −  (     a ─ h   +   a ─ h + 2a   + ln (     h ─ h + 2a   )   )     (1)

The particlesubstrate attraction in the first layer will then exceed 
those in the second layer by a factor of 27 if it is dominated by gold 
cores that have a diameter of 7.2 nm and have centers that are 2 and 
13 nm above the substrate in the first and second layers, respectively. 
Note that this is a rough estimate that does not consider possible 
deviations of the nanoscale particles from bulk properties.

Quasicrystal packings can form when particles interact with certain 
specific potentials and are considered as a second wellordered form 
of matter (33). Dotera et al. (31) showed that a potential with a hard 
core and a softer square shoulder with a shouldertocore ratio  
can lead to the formation of a selfsimilar BMQC for  ~ 2.186. If it 
is assumed that the potentials between the AuNPs used can be 
described with a similar hardcore/squareshoulder model, and that 
the hard core of the nanoparticles used is surrounded by a soft 
monolayer of toluene molecules (0.58 nm thick) (34), the resulting 
shouldertocore ratio is  = 1.7. The ratio l/s of the selfsimilar 
BMQC (31) is ~1.330, while we found l/s = 5 (Fig. 5, E and F). We 
conclude that the AuNPs in our experiment form a non–selfsimilar 
modification of the BMQC, possibly along similar mechanisms as 
suggested by Dotera et al. (31).

Solvents with high dielectric constants reduced packing densities 
and enabled the formation of quasicrystalline structures. This is con
sistent with our hypothesis of substrateinduced selfassembly with 
additional lateral particleparticle attraction. The hexagonal packing 
of the bottom layer in all liquids indicates strong attraction either 
between neighboring particles or between particles and the substrate. 
Because the particleparticle interactions should not depend on the 
particlesubstrate spacing, the reduced density of the top layer suggests 
a strong role of particlesubstrate attraction. These are likely Debye 
attraction (see above) that also explains the reduced density of the 
top particle layers in solvents with a high dielectric constant, : The 
interaction potential between a permanent dipole in the surface and 
an induced dipole in the particle scales with UDebeye ∝ −2 and is 
thus 28% weaker in toluene than in cyclohexane.

The particlesubstrate interactions are expected to be unspecific 
and cannot cause quasicrystalline or other lowdensity packings. 
However, they enable selfassembly by providing a driving force that 
moves the particles toward the surface. Strongly attractive particle 
substrate interactions should lead to a maximally dense, minimum 
energy hexagonal arrangement of the layer, unless the attraction is 
strong enough to suppress lateral motion of the particles, thus causing 
a jamminglimited geometry.

The hexagonal order that we observe in the bottom particle layers 
is consistent with strong interactions between substrate and particles, 
where the particles retain some mobility but pack densely. Lateral 
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Fig. 2. AuNPs films formed in liquid at the interface with a SiN membrane. 
Exemplary STEM images observed in different nonpolar liquids: (A) hexadecane 
(liquid thickness lsolv = 3.9 m, electron flux D = 1.3 e−/sÅ2), (B) octane (lsolv = 6.9 m, 
D = 0.3 e−/sÅ2), (C) cyclohexane (lsolv = 2.3 m, D = 0.3 e−/sÅ2), and (D) toluene 
(lsolv = 1.0 m, D = 0.3 e−/sÅ2).
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Fig. 3. Single layers of AuNP at the solid-liquid interface in hexadecane. 
(A) STEM image of a single layer of AuNPs. The inset corresponds to the FFT: lsolv = 
3.9 m, D = 5.0 e−/sÅ2. (B) Plot of the gray value versus position acquired for the red 
line shown in (A).
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interactions cause less dense packings in the layers that are further 
removed from the substrate. The strength of the lateral interactions 
depends on the solvent; they may include nonadditive collective particle 
interactions that contribute to the formation of quasicrystalline 
superlattices.

The spatially resolved data obtained with LPEM allowed us 
to distinguish local from global particle densities, detect different 
packings in AuNPs adjacent to the substrate, and examine particles 
assembled on top of the first assembled monolayer. The mechanism 
behind the formation of selfassembled superlattices of AuNPs at 
a solidliquid interface gives rise to a rich variety of geometries 
depending on the delicate interplay between surface, particle ensemble, 
and liquid. Particle configurations were observed ranging from dense 
packing in a hexagonal honeycomb structure to quasicrystalline 

particle arrangements, depending on the strength of the dielectric 
constant of the liquid. The complex structures formed by the weaker 
interactions in the second particle layer were preserved, while the 
surface remained immersed in liquid. It is thus possible to control 
the threedimensional geometry of a superlattice of a metamaterial 
including complex quasicrystalline structures by finetuning the 
properties of the involved liquid and the involved nanoparticles, as 
well as interface material.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis and characterization of oleylamine-capped AuNPs
All chemicals used for the synthesis of the nanoparticles were pur
chased from SigmaAldrich and used without further purification. 
Oleylaminecapped AuNPs with a mean radius of 3.6 nm were syn
thesized via the reduction of HAuCl4 by an amineborane complex in 
the presence of oleylamine following the route reported by Wu et al. 
(20). The resulting particles were isolated by repeated centrifugation 
and dispersed in octane, hexadecane, cyclohexane, or toluene.

Liquid-phase STEM
A liquid flow TEM holder (Poseidon, Protochips Inc., NC, USA) was 
used to image the nanoparticles in different solvents. Liquidphase 
STEM experiments were carried out using a transmission electron 
microscope equipped with a cold field emission gun (JEMARM 
200F, JEOL, Japan) and a STEM probe corrector (CEOS GmbH, 
Germany). The electron beam energy was 200 keV. The annular 
darkfield (ADF) detector was used with a camera length of 8 cm, an 
aperture of 30 m, and a 5C probe, resulting in a detector opening 
semiangle of 43 mrad reflecting the active areas of the detector. The 
electron probe current Ip was 80 pA. The image series was acquired 
with a pixel dwell time of  = 1 s and an image size of 512 × 512 
pixels. Depending on the magnification, the pixel size was either s = 
1.3, 0.48, or 0.39 nm. The acquisition time between two consecutive 
recordings amounted to  = 1.08 s. The electron flux, D, expressed 
in electrons per unit area per unit time was calculated from D = 
*Ip/(*e*s2), where e is the elementary charge.

Low-dose electron microscopy
To limit electron beam exposure of the sample as much as possible, 
the STEM data acquisition was accomplished using a lowdose pro
cedure. For a new sample, the focus and stigmator were first adjusted. 
The beam current density passing through the sample was measured 
for determining the liquid thickness (see table S1). The beam was 
then blanked, and the stage was moved to a sample area that had not 
been exposed before to the electron beam. The blanker was then 
opened, and immediately, the recording of either a single image or 
a movie was immediately started. The first image was always used 
for the images shown. This image was thus exposed to the electron 
beam during  = 1.08 s. The total electron dose for the images shown 
thus follows from D*. The beam was then blanked, and the stage 
was moved to a new position for the acquisition of data at another 
unexposed location.

Image processing
Gray value line scan plots were obtained using the Analyze˃Plot 
profile command of ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). The 
FFT was obtained by selecting an area of the ADFSTEM still and 
using the Process˃FFT command of ImageJ.
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Fig. 4. Self-assembled multi-layer structures in hexadecane. (A) Double layer of 
AuNPs at the interface between the SiN membrane with the corresponding FFT in 
the inset: lsolv = 2.1 m, D = 30.4 e−/sÅ2. (B) Plot of the gray value versus position 
acquired for the red line in (A) showing the presence of two layers of nanoparticles. 
(C) Digital zoom of the region shown in (A) and its corresponding body-centered 
cubic model.
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Fig. 5. Crystal and quasi-crystal AuNP structures self-assembled at a solid-liquid 
interface. (A) Hexagonal lattice observed for AuNPs in cyclohexane: lsolv = 0.5 m, 
D = 30.4 e−/sÅ2. (B) AuNPs in toluene arranged in a rhombitrihexagonal pattern 
(colored area): lsolv = 0.8 m, D = 30.4 e−/sÅ2. (C) Schematic of rhombitrihexagonal 
tiles. The dimensions found for the triangles, parallelograms, and hexagons (each 
side) were 8.3 nm, 8.3 nm by 10 nm, and 10 nm, respectively. (D) AuNPs in toluene 
arranged in a non–self-similar modification of the BMQC (colored area) (lsolv = 0.8 m, 
D = 30.4 e−/sÅ2), (E) dimensions of the non–self-similar BMHC, and (F) its tiles and 
fundamental dodecagon symmetry.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/20/eaba1404/DC1
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